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This work combines experimental and theoretical approaches to investigate terahertz absorption spectra of
the DNA formed by the sequence oligomer 5′-CCGGCGCCGG-3′. The three-dimensional structure of this
self-complimentary DNA decamer has been well-studied, permitting us to perform direct identification of the
low-frequency phonon modes associated with specific conformation and to conduct comprehensive computer
simulations. Two modeling techniques, normal-mode analysis and nanosecond molecular dynamics with explicit
solvent molecules, were employed to extract the low-frequency vibrational modes based on which the absorption
spectra were calculated. The absorption spectra of the DNA decamer in aqueous solution were measured in
the frequency range 10-25 cm-1 using the terahertz Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. Multiple well-
resolved and reproducible resonance modes were observed. When calculated and experimental spectra were
compared, the spectrum based on molecular dynamics simulations showed a better correlation with the
experimental spectra than the one based on normal-mode analysis. These results demonstrate that there exist
a considerable number of active low-frequency phonon modes in this short DNA duplex.

Introduction

There is considerable interest in investigating absorption
features of biological molecules (DNA and proteins) in the
terahertz (THz) or submillimeter wave range, 0.1-10 THz (or
3-300 cm-1) both experimentally and theoretically.1-8 The
spectral features in the THz frequency range primarily originate
from poorly localized, collective motions of biomolecules. Such
collective motions play important roles in the function processes
of these macromolecules (for example, in transcribing genetic
information from DNA to RNA9). Furthermore, these low-
frequency vibrational modes are sensitive, as the theoretical
calculations have predicted, to the sequences and molecular
conformations. Therefore, measurements of low-frequency
vibrational motions eventually should disclose information
regarding the three-dimensional structure and flexibility of
polymers. The THz spectral features of the biological materials
may serve as the characteristic fingerprints leading to the
potential applications of terahertz spectroscopy in biomedical
sciences.6

This work focuses on the experimental and theoretical
investigation of the THz absorption features of a well-known
self-cDNA oligomer 5′-CCGGCGCCGG-3′. The molecular
structure and helical conformation of this DNA decamer has
been well-characterized using X-ray10 and circular dichroism
(CD) spectroscopy,11 which allows us to seek the direct
relationship between THz phonon modes and the molecular
conformation. These earlier studies demonstrated that the DNA
decamer adopts the canonical B-form helical structure in
aqueous solution and it can be converted to the A-form structure
by dehydration. Our measured circular dichroism spectrum of
the decamer suggests that the molecule can potentially form
intercalated tetraplex structure upon dehydration using trifluo-

rethanol in acidic environment. The transmission spectra of the
aqueous-phase DNA decamer in the frequency range 10-25
cm-1 were measured using the terahertz Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. In parallel with the experimental
study, the computer modeling and simulation of the B-form
DNA decamer were performed using normal-mode analysis and
molecular dynamics (MD) and the THz absorption spectra were
calculated. Both calculated spectra were compared with the
measured spectra to evaluate performance of the two molecular
modeling techniques to predict THz absorption features of
biological molecules.

Experimental Methods

The oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies, Inc. The lyophilized DNA fragments were
dissolved in 50 mM NaCl water. The pH of the solution is within
the range 5.3-5.9. Annealing technique was applied to ensure
that DNA can adopt standard and stable double-helix form since
the purchased DNA molecules were single-stranded. In the
annealing process, the DNA solution was heated to 94 °C, kept
for 2 min in water bath, and then cooled to room temperature
gradually. Circular dichroism spectroscopy12,13 was employed
to confirm the secondary structure of the DNA molecules after
annealing. The CD spectrum of the decamer was measured using
the AVIV model 215 circular dichroism spectrometer (AVIV
Biomedical, Inc.) in 0.05-cm path length Hellma cell placed in
a thermostatted holder. All CD measurements were taken at 22
°C. The frequency of the CD spectra covers a 320-200-nm
range. Note that the ellipticity is reported in units of M-1 cm-1

in which the molar unit, M, is related to the nucleoside residues
of DNA for comparison with an earlier result.11

The THz transmission spectra measurement started from
sample preparation. The DNA solution was diluted to 0.1-3
mg/mL. The samples were prepared by sandwiching an ap-
propriate amount (∼10-20 µL) of DNA solution between two
very thin (∼10 µm) and THz radiation transparent (∼97-99%)
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films, polyethylene (PE) and polycarbonate (PC). The PE film
we used in the experiment was Saran film (SF) manufactured
by S. C. Johnson Corp. The thickness of the sample was adjusted
by Teflon rings with an inner diameter of 18 mm and thickness
in the range 12-75 µm. At least two samples of each
concentration were measured to obtain reliable THz spectra of
dilute DNA solution in the 10-25 cm-1 range. For each sample,
several measurements were repeated to ensure the reproducibility
of spectral features, especially the frequencies of resonance
peaks. The information (sample number, concentration, and
substrate material) of measured samples is summarized in Table
1.

The THz transmission spectra of DNA materials were
measured and recorded using the IFS-66v FTIR spectrometer
manufactured by Bruker Instruments. The earlier test measure-
ments using a wire polarizer indicated 80% polarization of
radiation in FTIR spectrometer in the spectral range of interest
and the electric field vector E oriented preferably in the vertical
direction. A Si-bolometer was operated at the liquid helium-
cooled temperature (1.7 K) for signal detection. Spectral
resolution in this study was 0.25 cm-1, which was dictated by
the characteristic dissipation parameter or the spectral width of
low-frequency vibrational modes (∼0.5 cm-1 14). A Mylar
beamsplitter of 125-µm thickness was used for the measure-
ments in the spectral range 10-25 cm-1. The optical aperture
was set to 12 mm, and the scan velocity was 80 kHz. In addition,
a cooled filter with a cutoff frequency of 35 cm-1 was used
inside the bolometer cryostat. Other parameters and software
settings included a phase resolution of 2 cm-1, the acquisition
function “single-sided, fast return”, zero filling factor of 4, and
the “Blackman-Harris three-term” apodization function. To
reduce the noise level, every measurement involved an average
of 32 scans. Under these settings, the signal-to-noise ratio was
>500 and the reproducibility of the instrument in transmission
mode was better than 0.2-0.3% in almost the entire spectral
range, although it became worse at both ends because of the
rapid reducing of radiation intensity (Figure 1). Additional
details of the experimental technique can be found in ref 15.

The sample was placed in a standard Bruker sample holder
in the focus of the beam inside the sample compartment. The
whole instrument, except for the sample compartment, was
evacuated to 10 mbar. Two steps were taken in measuring the
transmission, T, of the DNA sample. First, the spectrum of a
sample holder having an aperture smaller than the internal
diameter of the sample assembly was recorded as the back-
ground or reference spectrum. Second, a sample spectrum was
measured and divided by the background spectrum to obtain
the transmission T. Resonance features in the transmission
spectra of water layers between thin films were demonstrated

in this sub-THz range. Among these absorption features, only
one structure at 18.6 cm-1 was caused by disturbances from
water vapor in air in our spectral range. All other features
resulted from absorption by liquid water and substrate material.
To extract the absorption features of biological material from
others (water and substrate material), we recalculated each
transmission spectrum of DNA solution against the transmission
spectrum of pure water put in a similar sandwich cell. Specif-
ically, the transmission spectrum of the DNA molecule was
obtained by dividing the spectrum of the DNA solution using
the spectrum of water with the same or slightly higher level of
transmission. One drawback associated with this approach is
that the resulted transmission intensity cannot represent the
absolute transmission level of DNA material. It is almost not
possible to exactly match the transmission levels of water to
that of the DNA solution. However, we found that the positions
of transmission minima (or the absorption maxima in the
corresponding absorption spectrum) on the frequency scale in
the recalculated transmission spectrum were not shifted or
changed by the different selections of the water transmission
spectra, which is consistent with previous demonstrations.15,16

Thus, our approach gives rather accurately the absorption peak
positions on the frequency scale and the relative intensities of
different absorption peaks.

Molecular Modeling

Energy Minimization and Normal-Mode Analysis of the
DNA Decamer. The starting point of the normal-mode analysis
of the DNA decamer molecule was to build the B-form DNA
molecule with sequence 5′-CCGGCGCCGG-3′ using the struc-
ture parameters from X-ray diffraction of DNA fiber. The
structure parameters are included as library files in the AMBER
8 package.17 Eighteen sodium ions, in terms of the number of
phosphate groups, were added to neutralize the DNA fragment
using the ADDIONS routine implemented in AMBER. The
ADDIONS routine works by constructing a Coulombic potential
on a 1.0 Å grid and then placing sodium ions at the points of
the lowest electrostatic potential. After the molecule was built,
the total potential energy was calculated as the sum of covalent
bond energy, covalent angle energy, proper and improper
torsions, nonbonded interactions including electrostatic, and van
der Waals interactions using the AMBER 99 force field.18 The
potential energy was then minimized using conjugate gradient
or Newton-Raphson minimization techniques in the Cartesian

TABLE 1: DNA Decamer (5′-CCGGCGCCGG-3′) Samples
Measured in This Work

sample no.
concentration

(mg/mL) substrate

BB1916 0.1 SFa

BB1930 0.1 SF
BB2560 0.3 SF
BB2561 0.3 SF
BB1918 1 SF
BB2002 1 SF
BB1977 3 SF
BB2541 3 SF
BB2021 3 PCb

a SF ) Saran film. b PC ) polycarbonate.

Figure 1. Intensity of radiation passing by the DNA sample in a Bruker
IFS-66v spectrometer.
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coordinate space as in ref 19. The convergence criterion of the
energy minimization was that the root-mean-square of the energy
gradient was less than 10-4 kcal/mol ·Å. To take into consid-
eration the solvent effect on the simulation, the distance
dependence dielectric constant (εr ) r) was used. Although it
is not a rather physically realistic model for the solvent effect
on the system energy, the distance dependence dielectric
constant method has produced a reasonable well approximation
of solvent effect as previous simulation work has demonstrated.20

The normal-mode analysis was performed using the NMODE
module in the AMBER 8 suite. The resulting vibrational
frequencies and eigenvectors were used to calculate the absorp-
tion spectrum of corresponding molecules in the terahertz region
using the computational method proposed in ref 21.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of the DNA Decamer. Our
molecular dynamics simulations of the DNA decamer, 5′-
CCGGCGCCGG-3′, were performed using the SANDER mod-
ule of the AMBER 8 suite, and the detailed preparation
procedure of the simulation was similar to that in ref 22. The
initial process to produce the neutralized DNA molecular
complex was the same as that used for normal-mode analysis.
After this, the DNA-ion complex was solvated in a cubic water
box (i.e., TIP3P water molecules) with the dimension of ∼63
Å in each side, allowing at least 12 Å water shell around DNA.
The solvent box contains ∼7400 water molecules. Initial energy
minimization was performed on the solvent molecules and ions
while the DNA was kept fixed with the harmonic restraint of
500 kcal/mol/Å2. Following the energy minimization of the
whole system including DNA, water, and counterions, the
molecular system was slowly heated to 300 K from 0 K at
constant volume in 100 ps while the DNA was restrained by
the penalty energy of 25 kcal/mol/Å2. To slowly release these
restraints, we conducted a series of five segments of 1000 steps
of energy minimization and 50-ps equilibration with constant
temperature (300 K) and constant pressure (1 bar) via the
Berendsen algorithm23 with a coupling constant of 0.2 ps for
both parameters as Beveridge et al. used.22 The final stage of
equilibration consists of a 50-ps simulation with a restraint of
0.5 kcal/mol/Å2 and 50-ps unrestrained simulation. The produc-
tion simulation with constant volume and constant temperature
(NVT) ensemble started after the equilibration. Electrostatic
interactions were treated using the particle mesh Ewald algo-
rithm24 with a real space cutoff of 10 Å, cubic B-spline
interpolation onto the charge grid with a spacing of ap-
proximately 1 Å. A weak coupling algorithm with a coupling
constant of 5 ps was used to stabilize the temperature. The first
50-ps simulation in the NVT ensemble was used for further
equilibration of the system and therefore was not included in
the later analysis of the trajectory. The integration time step
was 1 fs and the molecular trajectory was saved every 0.1 ps.
The total simulation length was 10 ns.

Quasi-Harmonic Analysis of the Molecular Trajectory.
Quasi-harmonic analysis (QHA), also called essential dynamics
or principle component analysis, was initially developed by
Karplus et al. for the calculation of the thermodynamic
properties of molecules with trajectories from molecular dynam-
ics simulation.25,26 The essential idea behind the QHA is that
the Hamiltonian of the system can be parametrized to a general
and effective quadratic function while the coefficients in the
quadratic terms can be chosen in accordance with the calculated
fluctuations from the simulation results of molecular dynamics
on the complete multidimensional potential energy surface. As
the first step of quasi-harmonic analysis, the trajectories of DNA
molecule were extracted from the solution trajectories by

stripping water and counterion trajectories. Then, DNA trajec-
tories were aligned against a reference structure (i.e., the initial
ideal B-form DNA conformation) to remove global translational
and rotational differences between snapshots, which was
implemented using the rms command of ptraj, the analysis
program of AMBER suite. The mass-weighted covariance
matrix, which describes the correlations between atomic posi-
tional fluctuations in the DNA, was then built after the fitting
procedure as:

σij )Mi
1⁄2〈[xi(t)- 〈xi 〉 ][xj(t)- 〈xj 〉 ] 〉 Mj

1⁄2 (1)

where σ is the mass-weighted covariance matrix, M is the mass
of atoms, xi(t) and xj(t) are the atomic coordinates of the i-th
and j-th atoms at time t, while 〈 〉 denotes averaging over the
time period of simulation. In the quasi-harmonic approximation
framework, the force constant matrix is related to the covariance
matrix as in:26

F) kBTσ-1 (2)

where F is the force constant matrix, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. The diagonalization of the
force matrix F yields the vibrational frequencies and the
corresponding amplitudes based on which the absorption
spectrum of the decamer was calculated using the computational
method presented early in ref 21.

Results and Discussion

Experimental Results. Figure 2 shows the CD spectra of
the DNA decamer in two different buffers: 50 mM NaCl, pH
) 5.3, and 18% 2.5 mM NaCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 0.1 mM EDTA,
pH ) 5.9, plus 82% (w/w) trifluorethanol (TFE). The CD
spectrum of DNA in 50 mM saline exhibits the typical CD
spectral features of B-form DNA (i.e., a positive band at
260-270 nm and two negative bands of similar magnitudes at
200-210 and 240-250 nm). These features agree well with
the previously reported results of the same B-form DNA
decamer in ref 11. On the other hand, we did not observe the
characteristic CD spectral features of A-form DNA (i.e., deep
negative band around 210 nm, a negative shoulder in the vicinity
of 230 nm, and the strong positive band between 260 and 270
nm) by adding 60% (w/w) ethanol or 82% (w/w) TFE into the

Figure 2. Circular dichroism spectra of the self-cDNA decamer 5′-
CCGGCGCCGG-3′ in two different buffers promoting B (O) and a
tetraplex form (b): 50 mM NaCl, pH ) 5.3, and 18% (w/w) 2.5 mM
NaCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH ) 5.9, plus 82% (w/w)
TFE.
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B-form DNA solution, indicating the DNA did not adopt the A
form under these conditions. However, the DNA decamer in
82% TFE at acidic pH produces an CD spectrum with a strong
positive peak at 290 nm and a broad negative band between
260-270 nm and a small negative band at 230 nm. These
features are characteristic for an acid-induced intercalated
tetraplex of DNA as observed, for example, with the oligomer
d(TCCCCACCTTCCCCACCCTCCCCACCCTCCCCA)27 un-
der our experimental conditions. This assignment is only
tentative and deserves deeper investigation. The reason why we
did not observe a transition from the B to A form is not cleary
at this moment.

For each prepared sample, the measurements of absorption
spectrum were repeated several times to ensure that the
measured spectral features (particularly the transmission minima)
were reproducible. Figure 3 shows the transmission spectra in
the 10-25 cm-1 range of B-form DNA at 0.3 mg/mL (sample
BB2560, SF substrate) obtained from three measurements. The
first two spectra were measured successively sharing the same
background or reference spectrum, whereas a new background
spectrum was recorded with the third transmission spectrum.
The three measurements yielded very similar results, which
demonstrates the reliability and reproducibility of our experi-
mental setup.

The orientation dependence of spectral features, which was
reported in an early study of long DNA polymers,15,16 was also
observed during our experiment. Figure 4 compares the absorp-
tion spectra of the same sample (BB1916) oriented in two
different directions, 0 and 90°. Note that the relative angles
mentioned here refer to the sample rotation by 90° on the holder
to ensure all samples have the same preparation and measure-
ment procedures. This rotation reflects changing of the sample
relative to the electric field direction in our vertically polarized
THz beam. Significant differences were observed between these
two transmission spectra. For example, a pronounced transmis-
sion minimum at 14 cm-1 was present in the spectrum of 90°
orientation, whereas the spectrum of 0° orientation produced a
transmission maximum at 14 cm-1. The orientation dependence
effect indicates that the DNA molecules were somehow oriented
in the measured samples. The orientation of the DNA molecules
in a thin layer is quite possibly caused by the interactions
between the molecule and the substrate material. However, we

also observed that there were no strong orientation effects in
many measured samples, suggesting that the alignment of short
DNA molecules was easily destroyed. In other words, the
measured spectra included the contributions of DNA decamer
oriented in different directions relative to the electrical field of
radiation. Therefore, we compared the measured spectra only
with the average of calculated spectra in three orientations (one

Figure 3. THz transmission spectra of a DNA decamer sample
(BB2560, 0.3 mg/mL, Saran film substrate). Two transmission spectra
(3 and O) were obtained using the same reference spectrum, whereas
a new reference spectrum was used for the third transmission spectrum
(0). The smooth thick curve without symbols is the average of the
three spectra.

Figure 4. Measured transmission spectra of sample BB1916, in two
orientations, 0 and 90°.

Figure 5. Transmission spectra of DNA decamer samples with
different concentrations (0.1, 0.3, and 1 mg/mL) and the average.

Figure 6. Comparison of average transmission spectra of all samples
with the transmission spectrum of one single sample of 90° polarization
(BB1916).
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parallel to the helical direction and two perpendicular). The
dependence of spectral features on sample orientation makes it
rather difficult for us to compare spectra from different samples
and to confirm the reproducibility of spectral features. However,
we found that the resonance peak at 14 cm-1 is particularly
sensitive to the sample orientation and can serve as the indicator
of sample orientation, which is also reported in earlier studies.14-16

Therefore, we only selected the spectra with a minimum at 14
cm-1 in our analysis.

As an important step to confirm the reliability and reproduc-
ibility of the observed resonance modes, we compared the
transmission spectra of DNA decamer with different concentra-
tions and substrate materials. The spectra of samples with
concentrations of 0.1, 0.3, and 1 mg/mL are shown in Figure
5. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the positions of almost all
pronounced peaks (for example, 10.5, 12.9, 14, and 16.3 cm-1)
are reproduced quite well despite the concentration variations.
At the same time, the intensities of these reproduced peaks can
be different. The intensity differences are most likely related to
the orientation-dependence effect. Because of the variation of
peak intensity, the peaks in the average spectrum of all
concentrations usually are less pronounced than the peaks in
an individual sample spectrum, which is evidenced in Figure
6. The influence of the substrate material on the absorption
features was investigated by comparing the transmission spectra
of samples using SF and PC substrates. In Figure 7, the average
transmission spectrum of samples using SF substrate was
compared with the transmission spectrum of the sample
(BB2021) using PC substrate. The absorption peaks agree well
with each other, showing that the average resonance peaks are
independent of substrate materials. These experimental results
demonstrate that there exist a considerable number of active
low-frequency vibrational modes associated with short DNA
molecule in the terahertz region. Furthermore, these low-
frequency modes can be observed even for the DNA solution

with very low concentration using the terahertz Fourier trans-
form spectroscopic technique. In all cases, we eliminated
features at 18.6 cm-1 since it was caused by mismatch between
water vapor in ambient air during the sample and reference
measurements.

Modeling Results. Figures 8 and 9 show the calculated
absorption spectra of the DNA decamer in three polarization
directions (X, Y, and Z) based on the normal-mode analysis and
molecular dynamics. The Z direction is parallel to the helix
direction, whereas the X and Y directions are perpendicular to
the helix direction. A considerable number of distinguished
absorption peaks was present in both results. At the same time,
each direction demonstrated unique spectral features (i.e.,

Figure 7. Transmission spectra of DNA decamer between Saran film and polycarbonate (sample BB2021) substrates.

Figure 8. Calculated absorption spectra (10-25 cm-1) of DNA
decamer in three polarization directions X (solid line), Y (dash line),
and Z (dash-dot-dot line) based on the normal-mode (NM) analysis.
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resonance peaks and intensities), which explains the orientation
dependence effect observed in this experiment.

In Figure 10, we compare the calculated transmission spectra
in the frequency range 0-30 cm-1 based on two computing
techniques. Note that the absorption spectra in this figure are
average spectra of three polarization directions. Common
spectral features are shared between these two calculated spectra.
For example, several distinguished peaks, 16.3, 19.3, 22, 23
cm-1, are present in both spectra. In addition, both computing
techniques predicted that the absorption peaks below 10 cm-1

are less pronounced than the peaks above 10 cm-1. However,
significant differences are observed between these two spectra.
In the frequency below 10 cm-1, the molecular dynamics
simulation produced several distinguished (relative intensity
more than 1) absorption peaks, whereas the normal-mode
analysis did not yield any peak with relative intensity more than
1. The normal-mode analysis predicts a strong absorption peak
at 13.6 cm-1 which is not present in the spectrum of molecular
dynamics. These spectral differences most likely root from
anharmonicity associated with the low-frequency motions which
are discussed below.

Comparison between Theoretical and Experimental Re-
sults. Figure 11 compares the calculated absorption spectra with
the experimentally measured spectrum of the decamer in the

frequency range 10-25 cm-1, and the absorption peaks are listed
in Table 2 for comparison. The experimental result is absorbance
spectra of sample BB1916 oriented at 90°. The absorption
features in the 18-19 cm-1 range were removed because water
vapor produced a relatively strong absorption peak at 18.6 cm-1.
Although the orientation effect was observed in the measure-
ment, the orientations of the DNA molecules in the liquid phase
cannot be well controlled in the current experiment. As
mentioned in the Experimental Methods, it is most likely that
each direction contributes features to the measured spectrum.
Therefore, the calculated three directions’ spectra were averaged
to compare with the measured absorption spectrum. As shown
in Figure 11a,b, both theoretical modeling techniques reproduced
fairly well many measured absorption features (for instance,
10.6, 16.3, 17.2, 21.1, 22.2, 23 cm-1 peaks) although differences
are still observed between theoretical and experimental results.
Most important, both theoretical results produced relatively
strong absorption peaks around 14 cm-1, which is one of the
most distinguished peaks observed here and elsewhere. How-
ever, the strong peak at 13.6 cm-1 of the NM result has a 0.4
cm-1 shift from the measured 14 cm-1 peak, while the MD
result reproduced well the resonance frequency of this distin-
guished peak. In the frequency range 10-17 cm-1, it can be
easily seen that the MD simulation reproduced the positions of
absorption peaks better than the normal-mode analysis. The
normal-mode analysis, on the other hand, did predict the

Figure 9. Calculated absorption spectra (10-25 cm-1) of DNA
decamer in three polarization directions X (solid line), Y (dash line),
and Z (dash-dot-dot) based on the 10-ns explicit solvent MD
simulation.

Figure 10. Comparison of the average absorption spectra (0-30 cm-1)
based on normal-mode analysis and molecular dynamics simulation.

Figure 11. (a) Comparison between the measured absorption spectrum
and calculated spectra of the DNA decamer based on normal-mode
analysis. (b) Comparison between the measured absorption spectrum
and calculated spectrum of the DNA decamer based on 10-ns explicit
solvent molecular dynamics simulation.
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absorption peaks reasonably well in the frequency range higher
than 16 cm-1.

A couple of factors can contribute to the different predictions
of the THz absorption spectra by the normal-mode analysis and
molecular dynamics. It is well-known that the normal-mode
analysis requires the harmonic approximation of the potential
energy. An earlier study showed that the anharmonicity has to
be considered for modes below 80 cm-1.28 The recent investiga-
tion of the solvent effect on low-frequency collective motions
of DNA demonstrated that low-frequency DNA dynamics is
affected by the interactions with the solvent in hydration shell.29

The molecular dynamics simulation in full potential energy can
account for the anharmonicity associated with the low-frequency
motions. Therefore, the molecular dynamics simulation can
predict the slow motions of biological molecule better than the
normal-mode analysis.

Conclusions

This work reports the THz absorption spectra of the DNA
decamer with the sequence 5′-CCGGCGCCGG-3′ in aqueous
phase measured by terahertz Fourier transform spectroscopy.
The experimental results demonstrated that multiactive reso-
nance modes associated with the DNA decamer exist in the THz
and submillimeter frequency regions. It is also shown that these
resonance peaks can be reproducibly obtained through the
measurements of considerably diluted DNA decamer solution.
In addition, we compared the ability of the normal-mode analysis
and nanoseconds molecular dynamics simulation in explicit
water to predict the THz absorption features of DNA molecules.
A nanosecond molecular dynamics simulation in explicit solvent
predicts the experimentally observed absorption peak positions
better than normal-mode analysis in terms of resonance frequen-
cies. It potentially permits better understanding of the nature
of low-frequency vibrational modes and the link to the three-
dimensional structure of biological molecules.
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TABLE 2: Measured and Calculated Absorption Peaks
Associated with the DNA Decamer (Unit: cm-1)

experimental normal mode analysis molecular dynamics

10.6 10.6 10.9
11.5 (wa) 11.4 (w)
12.3 (sb) 12.3 (w)
12.9 13
13.3 13.6
14 14
14.8 (s) 14.6 (w) 14.4 (s)
15.1 (w) 15.1 (w)
15.6 15.4
16.3 16.4 16.2
16.8 (w) 16.9 (s)
17.2 17.1 17.4 (w)

18.4 18.1
19.4 19.4

20 20.5
21.1 21.3 (w) 21.2/21.7 (w)
22.2 22 22.1
23 23 23
23.5 (s) 23.8 (w)
24 (s) 24.2
24.7 25 25

a w ) weak. b s ) shoulder.
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